
“Atlantic Georgia” - subsidiary of Groupe Atlantic (http://www.groupe-atlantic.com/), International French Company 

specializing in production of water heaters, has open its first factory in Georgia since 2017. The company has ambitious 

growing and development plans and looking for the new team members to join.  

 

Atlantic Georgia is announcing an opening for the position of Maintenance Engineer.  

 

Location: Kutaisi, Georgia  

Employment Type: Full Time  

 
 
Duties and responsibilities  

 Follow all the safety rules (PPT, safety instructions, Tag in/out system); 

 Ensure that any non-routine, dangerous or specific job is only accomplished after the work permit is issued.  

 Conduct the preventive jobs, update the list of preventive works in the system; 

 Analyze the stoppage reasons and suggest next steps how to avoid it in future; 

 Analyze curative and preventive actions (optimization, improvement); 

 Follow up of maintenance area to be safe and in proper condition (nothing on the ground, clean work place etc); 

 Provide exchanging of information between teams on regular basses (daily meetings, GAP, action board); 

 Ensure that all periodical checking for hoisting gears applied on time;  

 Ensure that all devices handled with secure way; 

 In case of any issues related to safety of people and machines inform Manager and responsible parties: Production,  

 Maintain a clean and safe workplace in accordance with 5S; 

 

Required Qualifications  

 Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering or related field. 

 Solid understanding of technical aspects of hydraulic, mechanical, pneumatical, base of electrical systems etc. 

 Ability to understand drawings, specifications, and schemes. 

 Working knowledge of machines and equipment to handle practical manual tasks. 

 Good knowledge of English and Russian;  

 

Attitude  

 Listening, humility, assertiveness; 

 Team spirit; 

 Rigorous, multi-tasks management; 

 Strong sense of responsibility; 

 Tenacity, focused on objectives; 

 Resistance to stress; 

 Proactive attitude; 

 Analytical skills; 

 Feedback;  

 

 

 

Interested candidates should submit their CV to the following email address: hrgeorgia@groupe-atlantic.com no later than 
15.04.2022, please indicate in the subject line the position title you are applying for.          
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